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Written work submitted or other purpose of supervision

● To discuss how my annual review panel went
● Discuss the contextual review for upgrade (I have not yet sent Michael the drafts)

Brief comments on written work

Topics discussed in supervision:

Annual Review Panel:

It didn’t go well. My colleagues had misunderstood what I was doing and what I had written, and I spent
most of the hour trying to defend myself, not very successfully. I was being criticised about using the term
‘person’, which one participant said they didn’t ‘relate to’; and that using such a general term as ‘person’
implied that I was proposing generalising theories to all persons regardless of their specific positionalities.
They argued that I was refusing to think about perspective and specific positionalities, taking an
epistemologically universalising, ‘god-like’ point of view. However, Michael disagreed, and felt that my
writing (‘The Shape of a Thinking Thing’) and especially the opening section placed an emphasis on
perspective (using a Kuhnian ‘paradigm shift’ example to illustrate the significance of shifts in perspective).
At times I felt like the criticism was a little unfair, that some of what I said was being misunderstood;
however I acknowledge a need to recognise that if some concepts are being misunderstood, particularly
those imported from the natural sciences or scientific method principles, I should explain them more clearly
to avoid such confusions. That’s because the kind of opposition that I’m getting is becoming a bit of a
recurring thing.

I think Michael and I agreed that the style of writing, or area of endeavour that I draw from, seemed
unfamiliar to colleagues. My intentions were obvious to him but not to my colleagues, and it’s probably
because Michael has more familiarity with the areas of knowledge that I draw from. For instance, the writing
makes explicit statements, but where I intended these as propositions, they were interpreted by colleagues
as presumptions. I could just try to be clearer on the fact that, “given my understanding of my own reading



of these theorists, here is my proposition regarding how we could more easily intuit what they mean…”
And that’s another thing: I could be more clear that “the line” in my text is a thinking tool or model intended
to enable certain intuitions about the person. I think my use of the “model” in the scientific meaning of the
word was not understood.

Finally, the fact that I don’t talk about my own personal background in (some of) my writing seems to make
colleagues uncomfortable. Maybe there is a desire to know whether I have a ‘right’ to talk about certain
subjects from my position, and that this is why disclosure might be desired?

Michael agrees that despite advances in theory, the vessel model of self is still quite prevalent, and thinks
that the line as a concept could cross that in an important way.

The line has a certain spaciousness for alterity and a self that can go through different motions. For me, the
significance of the line as model is to ask: how can I appreciate my selfhood, but in a way that doesn’t
require it to have an essence to be appreciable? The motivation to ask that is partly fueled by the way AI is
likely to continue challenging how we think about consciousness, agency, personhood.

Autoethnography: Maybe it is used in my contextual review, as a means of tracing my motivations for the
reader through personal anecdote. The annual review, not so much; there I am engaging with other
people’s theories. I’m not sure if my reference to experiences with fictional characters constitutes
autoethnography, I’ve hitherto seen it as closer to phenomenology.

Michael encourages me to revisit Wittgenstein’s argument about private language: Philosophical
Investigations. On how private experience of self is inherently communal.

I tried to paraphrase Dennett’s proposal of the self as HCI technology for humans. And his idea that
reasons precede reasoners. Michael criticised the teleology in the argument as I presented it - I think I need
to revisit the text and understand it better. For now:

Dennett insists on reasons rather than causes because of the design space - evolution proceeds as if it
designs and had reasons.

I place an emphasis on Derrida’s “as if” on the subject of persons and design and reasons. Self as a
common fiction. Much of what matters to us, like stories and culture and ethics, is built on that technology.

I must be careful about my use of certain language, even when I don’t mean it the way it’s being
understood: ‘reasons’ (implying a teleological logic) and ‘improvement’ (in evolution)

Contextual Review:

One examiner has agreed to participate the upgrade. I wrote two con. rev. drafts so far (I have not sent to
Michael):

Draft 1 (~4000 words): Involves a kind of ‘bottom up’ approach, starting with personal anecdotes, then
wider discourses, in order to work towards the hypothesis of the thesis. The first draft might be too long, but
the detail might serve to illustrate the problems that occupy me. Maybe it takes too long to get to the point
of the project itself.

Draft 2 (~1000 words): I began to think: what if the 3 hypotheses are not the main contribution of my
project? What if they are the starting point, my expression of multiple ideas from other thinkers? This draft
is a more ’top down’ approach, starting with the hypothesis (as my interpretation of the state of the art in
mechanics of self), to then suggest my practice is a way of asking “what difference does it make to know
this about ourselves?”. But maybe this draft launches into a hypothesis that might not make sense to



someone reading about those kinds of things for the first time. I could maybe elaborate on the background
after.

Research Progress (issues relating to the thesis)

I wrote some of the contextual review.

Research Training and Professional Development: (review of training needs, relevant conferences,
funding, presentations and publication)

Action agreed for next supervision

- Katarina to send Michael the two contextual review drafts, for his feedback
- Michael and Nina to invite a second upgrade respondent
- Katarina to finish preparing upgrade materials

Date of next supervision (if more than two months from now, briefly explain)

- Either before or after the upgrade, depending on need

Declaration of confirmation: By ticking this box it is confirmed that the information above is correct and
accurate according to both the student and the supervisor at the time of the meeting. All Supervision Record
Forms should be stored and subsequently attached to the Annual Progress Report Form. ☑


